
Forest Industry / AB Trans Committee Minutes — March 22, 2016 

Present: Carola VonSass (AFPA), Debi Eros (TE), Melia O'Neill (TE), Rizwan Mirza (TE), Bert Larocque (Alberta 

Plywood / West Fraser), Brian Colbourne (Millar Western), Cory Isley (Wildrose Logging), Denis Cormier 

(ALPAC), Debbie Mallock (ALPAC), Drake Ferguson (CS), Herman Derksen (North West Harvesting), James 

Sinnett (FPlnnovations), Larry Lefebvre (Alberta West Transport Ltd.), Mark Kube (Forest Industry 

Development), Patrick Zaph (CVEB), Rob Berndt (Spray Lakes Sawmills), Rob Sapinsky (CVEB), Walter Cardinal 

(CVEB), Steven Krahn (DMI) 

	

1. 	Assignment of Minute Taker — Denis Cormier 

2. Changes to minutes — None 

	

3. 	Changes to agenda — as distributed 

	

4. 	Review of Action Items 

a. Frost Probes 

All probes are electronic now. (Checked weekly - Mon & Thus) 

Sensors worked very well this season. 

One in Grand Prairie was out of commission (damaged possibly). 

Question: Any new probes coming? 

Answer: Not sure at this point. Melia will check with Argyrios 

Question: Where are the probes in Peace River Region around Dixonville? There seems to be gaps 

b. Roadmap — AFPA — Committee no longer active 

	

5. 	Patrick — Presentation — 2015-16 Log Haul Stats (attached Power Point Presentation) 

Total inspections 2015 / 2016 = 1080 Inspections 

2015 / 2016 = 41% 005 (12% improvement from the previous season). 

2131 total vehicles were permitted for the 1054 Carriers 

931 vehicles were inspected (some vehicles were inspected more than once). 

Bert Larocque : Can we have the details for the top five? Example: load securement? Suspension? 

Melia: Out of Service:  

Hours of service issue: Looking at the audit results, owners taking an odd load without updated log book (no 

formal documentation of previous 7 days) so Fatigue Violation (FV) will be high 

Load Securement:  
99.9% of problem is human caused. This is usually within the drivers control and is easily corrected. Loader 

operator are not always helpful in ensuring load is loaded correctly. Driver needs to contact the owner of the 

truck to report problems with loader. Owner should then be taking up issue with mill or loader contractor. 

Question: Was there a change in focus on compliance? 

Answer: No changes in Category 1 inspections, they are the same 

Question: The time it takes for inspection is longer: Is this due to new inspectors? 

Answer: Due to new data collection technology (data collectors) to inspect takes a bit longer. Overall it may 

take a bit longer as there are generally more axles and components on trucks. 

The Inspections were more evenly distributed throughout the province this year, so yes in some instances you 

may have seen more compliance vehicles then other years. We tried to even the distribution throughout 

province. 

Compliance Rates are moving in positive direction. We have seen significant improvements over the last three 

years. 
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ACTION: Patrick to send presentation to Melia. Melia will forward to committee. Please share this info with 

contractors. This is a positive/improvement, significant change over the years. 

Question: 	Can mills acquire their specific regional information for their carriers? 

Answer: 	Yes, we can send it upon request 

Commercial Vehicle Enforcement Branch (CVEB) will attend start-up meetings if arrangements are made with 

enough notice. Contact the regional sergeant in your area. 

Question: 	Any significant differences from one region to another? 

Answer: 	We need to work with individual carriers with problem, need to focus on and bring back in line 

(Prov. Avg). 

6. 	National Safety Code Audits for Quad Axle Semi-Trailer Permit Holder and 9 and 10 Axle B-Train Permit 

Holders 

• Approx 50 more to go April/May 

• Majority of carriers have passed the audit — Positive results. 

• How many were completed? (65 to 75 complete since September). 

• Need to review all results and determine compliance %. 

• Melia has requested a list of all carriers and whether they have had an audit, what the audit results are and 

current Safety Fitness Certificate Rating. 

ACTION: Melia will send out Audit Stats on compliance showing number of carriers that have had an audit and 

how many carriers in each category, Excellent, Satisfactory, Satisfactory Unaudited, Conditional and 

Unsatisfactory. 

7. Wrappers: 

5:1 Ratio — didn't hear a lot of grumblings regarding this requirement 

4" synthetic straps are acceptable as long as they are in good/perfect condition (Not Frayed). 

8. Permits: 

a. 0 H & S - Exceeding Manufactured Specs 

-Mella identified some inconsistencies between the transportation and OH&S. 

-OH&S have approved exceeding man specs (hazard assessment process). 

-Transportation will need to clarify in what direction they will go. 

Bert Larocque: 	This is an agreement between Transportation & OH&S. 

OH&S regulation clearly states: manufactured specs can be exceeded, as long as there is a program to 

manage risk. In order to exceed manufactured specs, the carrier must comply with conditions. 

Melia: 	Need to review if we are to continue to allow carriers to exceed manufactures specs going 

forward. 

OH&S addresses employee safety 

Transportation Regulations address the interaction of commercial vehicles and the travelling public. (This 

may be an issue going forward.) 

b. Resource Road Condition: Quad Axles will be allowed to go to 66T. 

c. Narrow Track Trailers (8'6"): We are in process of reviewing ownership of the jeep logger narrow 

track width trailers and the number of units still in use. AT is in the process of preparing a 

proposal for the Minister's office to retain permitting options for jeep loggers owned prior to 

2010. Melia plans to contact carriers to determine the number of narrow track trailers 

anticipated in the winter 2016-17. 

ACTION: 	Melia — Send out list of carriers with narrow jeep loggers to mills. Send out clause or proposal of 

grandfathering to mills. 
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d. Weight & Dimension Regulation: Working on the regulation revisions, the time frame for 

completion is unknown at this point 

ACTION: 	Melia to provide an update on when weight dimension changes will take place 

e. OFF-HWY weights crossing provincial highways, MD's and County roads 

Question: 	Are we allowed to cross Highways with off road weights? 

Answer: 	There are no provisions to cross Provincial Hwys with Off hwy weights. 

f. Permit Committee:Meeting date May 3, 2016 

Date and Location 	Need an agenda 

Randy (no longer on committee) 

Committee Members: 

Melia 	 Carola 

James 	 Steve 

Rob Berndt 	Brian Davyduke 

Brian Colbourne 

9. Hauling Rig mats: Can log trucks(wider then 8'6") haul rig mats (with over dimension permit)? 

No because trailers were constructed to haul logs and trailers were not designed to haul commodities other 

than logs. If bunks are removed or changes made to the design of the trailer to accommodate hauling rig 

mats, than trailers must be certified. 

Question: 	What about culverts? 

Answer: 	Not allowed on trailer wider than 8'6"(over dim permit required. Same reasoning as rig mats) 

Complaint from other carriers: Narrow track width log trucks can be bought for very little and so carriers will 

buy them with the anticipation that they can obtain a permit to haul commodities other than logs. Carriers 

have invested a lot in buying specialized equipment to haul these commodities and so an unfair advantage is 

given to owners of these log trailers. 

Log trailers are specialized equipment and were designed to haul logs, not other commodities. 

Manufactured Labels: 	If modifying a vehicle, final stage label is required as per Vehicle Equipment 

Regulation AR121/2009 Schedule 1 Sections 4. 5 and 6. 

10. Logs on Highway: 

Complaints have been received from the Maintenance Contract Inspectors (MCI) related to logs left along 

highways and in pullouts. Reminders to all carriers, that this is illegal and unacceptable. The public 

development act states that the consequence is an automatic court appearance if caught cutting off wood 

along any provincial highway. Please take initiative to clean up logs. Highway department are asking 

compliance officers to enforce the law. 

Consequence = Automatic court appearance. 

11. Municipalities/Forestry Approvals 

Clarification Dimension and Weight Agreement for Movement of Raw Forest Products: Section G and Schedule 

1 Appendix 5 

"The Company must provide confirmation that approval has been obtained for use of roads within the 

municipalities' legislative authority to Alberta Transportation by submitting a copy of the agreement between 

the Company or its contractors and the municipal district, county, city, town or village. Obtaining a signature 

from the local authority will also serve as confirmation that approval has been obtained for use of roads within 

the municipalities' legislative authority. Appendix 5" 
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Legislative authority was added as there was some confusion related to what a municipality could restrict on 

roads within their jurisdiction. 

Last season a number of problems arose in one area of the province. An allocation was given for a mill but 

because of factors gaining access to the area took a long time before the mill was able to remove logs from the 

area. Some of the concerns raised were 

Related to road access 
	

Increase in vehicle volume 

Size of logging trucks 
	

Weight of logging trucks 

Road bans 
	

Bridge Limitations 

Companies need to read and understand local/municipal agreements prior to signing. We may see more of 

these issues arising in neighboring communities. And we foresee these changes could increase in time 

As a result of this, we have asked someone from Forestry Industry Development to sit on our committee. 

12. Bridges/ Pull Outs/ Roads 

No updates at this time: Uncertainty on direction with government changes. A list of projects is published on 

the AT website. 

ACTION: Melia will send out. http://www.transportation.alberta.ca/Content/docType614/Production/2015-

18TentativeMajorConstructionProjects.pdf  

FP Innovations (James} 

9 Axles in BC, finally got approved (Route specific approvals). 

10 Axles Chip vans" trial had a few challenges, but good news is we anticipate an approval later in 2016. 

ABS Project — In progress findings carrier specific, maintenance issue, design issue (Complete in 2017) 

NEW Electrical Stability Control (ESC) — Coming to Canada in future. If you know of any trucks with this 

feature, we would be interested in evaluating the new system and their challenges. 	(Need to evaluate 

future challenges). 

Synthetic Ropes 

a) Evaluate strengths (completion 2016) report to come out soon. 

b) Evaluate auto tensioning devices/systems (looking for trial). 

c) Pipeline Crossing Project (report in 2016). 

d) Accelerated winter weights (results and report in 2017). 

Quad Axle Semi-Trailer - vehicles have been found to have cracking on the lift axle. 

FPlnnovation Response: No surprise, because of locations on trailers, and the added stress on uneven terrain 

CVEB and carriers should keep an eye on this issue. Send pictures (stress crack on Quad Axle). Axle mounts, 

Swing Areas. 

Enforcement: Please contact your sergeant to invite them to your start up meetings and present your local 

inspections results. 

Question: 	Will all sergeants be available? 

Answer: 	Absolutely, we encourage all regions to be engaged with mills. There may be times when it is 

not possible to send an officer to a meeting, but giving lots of notice of the meeting will help CVEB with 

scheduling so an officer is more likely to be able to attend. 

VIS - Vehicle Inspection Stations  - OH & S does not allow anyone to climb on loads at monitoring stations, 

unless they have fall protection (and training) & safety measures in place. The scale sites are enforcing this 

part of the legislation and going forward, picker trucks will be required to adjust loads ( ex: load securement) 
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Enforcement:  

Question: Can we request to have inspectors conduct inspections in the mill site (The request was brought 

forward, because of bad publicity in some regions). 

Answer: 	Speak to your local sergeant, we can certainly accommodate and work with Mills. 

Brainstorming:  

Question: 	What about driver training? 

Answer: 	We are focusing on carrier audits to determine gaps in driver and carrier knowledge. We are 

making progress. The audits are identifying the gaps. 

Certified Transportation Safety Professional (CTSP)- Red Deer College offers 3 day course. 

CTSP is a working group that is establishing a training program for transportation safety people. It is intended 

to promote skill development, knowledge and resources to more effectively implement transportation safety 

requirements that meet legislated requirements and ultimately promote compliance in their respective 

companies. 

Share - Spray Lakes (SPL):-MD Road Use Issue (SPL chose to have their trucks install dash cams) 

Dash Cams were used to demonstrate a responsible log haul. SPL sees it as a great tool for log haul industry. 

-$ 100.00 purchase - SPL is looking to make it mandatory for all trucks. 

Question: PDF Maps/ Log Haul Maps/Electronic Maps. Can we have electronic maps in our trucks as part of 

the Permit condition, instead of a paper copy? 

Answer: We will review @ year end round up and at permit review. 

ACTION: 	CTSP update @ Next Meeting 

How will it Improve 00S rates 

How will it improve-Safety 

How will it improve-Legislation 

Minutes approved by: 

Melia O'Neill ‘----7,,  ) 
	

(/'✓ 0 7 ' t.-4----(--/ 

Denis Cormier 
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